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U.S. Army Corps of Engineers
NON-LABOR COST TRANSFER
The proponent agency is CERM-F. 
INSTRUCTIONS - See reverse.
SECTION I - TRANSFER INFORMATION
1. TRANSFER FROM
2. TRANSFER TO
SECTION II - JUSTIFICATION: (Input justification below and attach required documentation)
SECTION III - RESPONSIBLE EMPLOYEE SIGNATURES
SIGNATURE REQUIREMENTS:	
          Transfer to the same project - Blocks 1 or 2	
          Transfer to a different project - Blocks 1 & 2	
          Transfer from a project to overhead (or overhead to project) -  Blocks 1, 2 & 3	
SECTION IV - CORPS OF ENGINEERS FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (CEFMS) TRANSACTION SIGNATURES
INSTRUCTIONS
Completing ENG Form 6074, Non-Labor Cost Transfer Form
1. Input relevant costing information for the “From” side and the “To” side.
2. Provide the justification for the Non-Labor Cost transfer. Be as detailed as possible so that any person can
    understand the reasoning.
3. Responsible employee(s) should sign the document based on the Signature Requirements Block. Not all of the
    signatures are necessarily required for every transfer.
4. The CEFMS originator and RM approver should sign and date to document that the Non-Labor Cost transfer was
    executed in CEFMS. The generated CEFMS Transaction ID and Date processed should be input by the approver.
    These signatures are required for every transfer.
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